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Abstract

Part-time instructors constitute a substantial proportion

of the faculty at all levels of higher education. Community

colleges in Californ a are especially dependent on part-time

instructors.

Based on a survey of the large part-time staff at one

community college, this -_udy shows that most pa :-time instruc-

tors are committed to the profession of teaching: but prohibited

by the employment crisis from finding full-ti Their

qualifications compare well with those of full-t me teachers

and they invest a substantial amount of time in class preparation.

They depend on their small salary from the college for a large

proportion of their total income. Many support them-elves by

holding a nuMber of part-time ass gnments at various educational

institutions. They are aggrieved by their low salary, lack of

fringe benefits and insecure status. Most would accept a full-

time job but half would prefer to remain part time if their pay

and status were improved.

At all levels of academia, part-time teachers are denied

the opportunity to prove themselves and then penalized fOr failure

to demons-fate their merit. -time employmen: at community

colleges is structured In such a way that-the involvement of

hourly instructors in the life of the college is hindered, and

the second-class status _f part-time teachers then defended on

the basis of their lesser commitment to the school. In fact,
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part-time Instructors desire further participation in campus

affairs.

The disproportionate number of women on the par -time

staff can be considered an example of the discriminatory treat-

ment of women in academia. The women part-time instructors

differ in background , motivation and expectations from the men.

The w men are more qualified they invest more time in class

prep--at on, they have fewer outside professional interests

and they are angrier about their pay and conditions of employ-

ment.



Introduction

Part-time teachers constitute a substantial proportion of

the faculty at alT levels of higher education. Community colleges

are especially dependent on part timers. These public, two-year

college3 began to employ large numbers of part _ime teachers d _ing

the 1960- in order to cope with the influx of students. The pro-

portion of part-time faculty members increased even more sharply

during the early 1970s (Lombardi, 1975:1); although the period of

rapidly expanding enrollment was over, the employment of part

timers continued to be vlewed as a money-saving arrangement.
1

In California, the faculty of the community college system

consisted of 14,273 fuli-tIm 6 instructors and 20,027 part-time

instructors by 19 5. Thus, 58 percent of the teachers were

employed only on an hourly basis. In addition, 7,505, or 53

percent of the taff, also taught at their own in-

_titutions on an overload basis. Altogether, 38 percent of the

graded classes were taught by employees who were being paid an

hourly salary. Furthermore, 4,394, or 90 percent of the instruc-

tors of adult education classes, were part timers (Brydon et al,

1976:5 3,14).

Although part-tima instructors 2
con tituted the majority of

the faculty in almost every community college district in the

state (Ross 1975), these teachers were not considered regular

members of the college staff. Lists of the faculty generally

omitted the names of p- t-time instructors; most studiea

community college faculty focussed on full ime instructors (e.g.,

Cohen, 1969; Frankel, 1973; Garrison, 1967; Gleazer, 1958, 1972;
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Kelley and Wilbur, 1970; Medsker and Tillery, 1970; Phair, 1972

The pay and conditions of part-time instructors reflected their

low status. A part-time instructor is generally paid less than

one half of the prorated salary of a full-time instructor and is

denied all fringe benefits. Classified as "temporary employees,

part-time instructors have no job securIty and are not entitled

to due process hearings when they are dism _ -ed (Lombardi, 1975:4).

Thus, the institutions that claim to function as the democratizing

agents in higher education are in fact run like profit-oriented

businesses; they maintain a small staff of full-time workers and

then, when business demands Increase, hire supplementary part-time

workers who can be paid at a lower rate and who can be dismissed

at will.

I have taught for two years at Santa Monica College, a large

community college in an affluent section of Los Angeles. This

college demonstrates the economic advantages of employing a dis-

proportionate number of part-t _e teachers. Table I shows that

the p- t-time staff at this college grew rapidly during the aca-

demic years 1974-75 and 1975-76 when enrollment increased. Orlace

Table I herea It can be seen that, between the fall of 1974 and

the spring of 1976, the administration increased the number of

part-time instructors by more than 200 percent but increased the

number of full-tIme teachers by less than 10 percent. This was

sound economic policy. During the academic year 1975-76, all

part-time instructors were paid a salary of $14.75 for each

classroom hour, regardless of prior teaching experience, educational

6



background or hours spent in prep= ation; like partlme instructors

at most other academic institutions, they were denied fringe benefits.

As a result, part-time instructors earned about 40 percent of the

pro-rated salary of full-time teachers, despite the fact that they

taught identical courses for which stUdents received the same credit

and for which the college district received the same amount of __ney--

from the state.4

We can estimate the amount the college saved by hiring such a

large proportion of these inexpensive, part-time teachers in the

following way. A part-time teacher earns almost $800. for teaching

one course. Roughly half of the hourly instructors teach one course

and the remainder teach two. We can thus estimate that during the

fall semester of 1975, the total salaries paid to both p -time

instructors and those full-timers who were teaching overload classes,

was $739,200. Since this sum represented 40 percent of what a staff

of full-time teachers would have earned for the same courses, the cost

f hiring full-time teachers to,replace the part-time staff would have

been $1,948,000. During this one semester alone, the college thus

saved $1 109,000.. During the spring semester, the college paid the

664 part-time teachers and 91 "overloading" teachers a combined

salary of $900,000 and saved ,359,000. Thus, during the academic

year 1975-76, the college saved a total of $2 467,000 as a result of

the large differential between hourly and full-time salaries.5 This

represents a sizable sum for a college with a total yearly income

of $13-108,906.6

Where has this money gone? Between September 1974 and Septem-

ber 1976, six new administrative positions were created, a number of

faculty members were declared management and substantial salary n-

7
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creases were granted to all administrators. As a result the amount

spent on administrators' salaries rose from $427,980 to $711,221, an

increase of $283,241, or 66 percent.7 A building program, including

a new library, a new meeting room for the Board 'f Trustees and new

offices for administrators, has absorbed additional funds. Despite

demands from the part-time faculty for office space, no funds have

been allocated for this purpose. Symbolically, a lounre formerly

used by part-time teachers to prepare for class has been converted

into an enlarged office for one administrator.

During the fall semester of 1975 I conducted a survey of the

part-t me staff at Santa Monica College. Two hundred and forty-

three, or slightly more than 46 percent of the total part-time

staff, returned the questionnaire which I placed in their campus

mail boxes. A copy of the questionnaire is in the Appendix. Al-

though all responses were anonymous, the respondents appear to have

represented a broad sample of the part-time staff. Questionnaires

were received from roughly 46 percent of the part- ime members of

each academic division.

It Is important to obtain information about the background,

motivation and aspirations of part-time teachers because community

college administrators frequently justify their discriminatory

treatment of this segment of their faculty in two ways. First,

they claim that part-time instructors lack a substantial commitment

to the institution. Second, they assert that these teachers do

not need larger salaries. After all, the recurrent argument goes,
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the typical part-time teacher is a real estate salesman who, stops

off at Ale college one night a week for the enjoyment of sharing

h'- expertise with a few s':udents. Underlying this statement are

the assumptions that the average part-time faculty member is a man,

that he invests virtually'n- time in class preparation, that he

lacks the qualifications for a regular faculty appointment, that

ne holds a full-time job elsewhere, that he does not regard him-

elf pri

salary and wo

a ily as an educator, and that he satisfied with his

king conditions. On the basis of my survey, I will

show first, that structural obstacles hamper the participation of

part-time teachers in the life of the college and, second, that

the stereotype _f the part-timer held hy the administration is

ong on virtually all counts.



Commitrnen

At all levels of academia pa t-time teachers are denied the

opportunity to prove themselves and then penalized for failure

to demonstrate their merit. Thus, although part-timers at

universities are rarely ,iwarded research grants, they are refused

promotion on the grounds that they do not publish the requIsite

amount (Tob _s & Rumbarger, 1974: 128 --t-time instructors

at community colleges are placed in a similar bind. Part-time

employment at these institutions is structured in such a way

that the involvement of hourly instructors in the life of the

college is hindered, and the second-class sta us of part-time

teachers then defended on the basis of their lesser commitment

to the school.

Commitment and loyalty are vague terms which cannot be

easily quantified. At a community college they appear to be

measured by visibility on campus. Although part-time instructors

are castigated for their lack of commitment, they are speci lcally

denied the means by which commitment is usually sh- n. P- t time

faculty members are rarely provided with their own offices where.

colleagues can observe them holding student conferentes and pre-

paring for class, nor are they paid for performing such functions.

As the answers to question 14 show) less than 25 percent of the

respondents to the survey stated that they had nccess to office

space of any kind in which to meet with students and less than

20 percent had space in which to prepare for class. Similarly,

large numbers of par -time instructors are not even invited to

1 0
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the department meetings where concern with the affairs of a school

is customarily demonstrateu nor, If invited, are they paid for

the time spent attending such mee Less than half of the

respondents indicated that they were ever invited to department

meetings and many of these specified that they were referring to

-a specIal fifteen minute meeting limited to part-time teachers

which w held only once a semester. This meeting has since

been tlimInatcd.

The time and location of many part-time teaching assignments

further restrict part-time teachers' opportunity to participate

in campus affairs. Half of the hourly Instructors teach at night,

and a third meet their classes at such off-campus locations as

the high school, churches, and a satellite campus thirty miles

away. Because almost all full-time instructors teach during the

day at the main campus, the majority of part-time teachers have

virtually no opportunitY for contact -ith "regular" faculty mem-

bers. P_ ime teachers are thus excluded from tho informal

collegial activities where many important decisions am :iontacts

are made.

.
Part-time faculty members also lack the seniority of the

full-time staff. Itilas been noted that between the spring

and the fall of 1975, the part-time staff at the college grew

from 365 to 528. Because some new part-time teachers were un-

doubtedly hired ti _eplace those whO resigned at the end of

the spring semester, at least one-third of the part-time faculty

were new during the fall of 1975. This figure is cor oborated
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by tne answers to question 2 of the survey. This question further

_h -s that only 24, or less than 10 per ent of the respondents, had

been teaching at the college nine year- or more. By contrast, only

25 new full-time :each rs,or 14 percent of the full- line staff, were

hired at the beginning of the academic year, 1975-76, and one half

of the full-time staff had been at the college at least nine years.
8

The administration made virtually no attempt to encourage a sense

of belonging among the )'-ge number of new p t-time teachers. The

college had no orientation program for new part-time instructors
9

and did not even distribute copies of the faculty handbook to part-

timers. Most part-time teachers thus assumed their responsibilities

w thout being informed of the basic philosophy or goals of the college.

The insecure status of part-time teachers also inhibits their

desire to participate actively in campus affairs. A comparison of

the instructor lists for the fall of 1975 and the fall of 1976 shows

that 187 people--35 percent of the part-time staff teaching in the

fall of 1975--were no longer employed at the college the following

year. By comparison only 7 full-time teachers, or just 4 percent

of the full-time staff in the ken of 1975, left the college during

the same period. Administrative policies were primarily responsible

for the high attrition rate of part-time instructors. During the

spring of 1976, the administration sent dismissal notices to 140

part-time teachers, claiming that an enrollment decline was anti-

cipated. However, just before the follow ng fall semester began,

67 new p -time instructors were hired. Some part-time instructors

also left voluntarily, for reasons that are readily comprehensible.

A group of teachers considered expendable by their employers will

have few compunctions aim-1- resigning their jobs as soon as some-

12
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thing better appears. Moreover, because part-time teachers receive

no salary increment for experience, they have no economic incentive

t_ remain. We can assume that if-administrators were concerned

about the high turn-over and its consequent effect on the "commit-

ment" of their hourly instructors, they would take steps to ameliorate

the conditions of part-time employment.

The lack of involvement of part-time teachers in college affairs

can thus be attributed to a variety of factors inherent in the st-ucture

of part-time employment. Most p- t-time teachers have not chosen to

abstain from collegial activities. In fact, 50 percent of the respon-

dents to the survey specified as "important" or "very important" their

feelings of being outsiders, their lack of participation in departmental

affairs and their denial of compensation for holding office hours. Such

responses indicate that, far from shunning extra-curricular responsibili-

ties, many p t-time teachers feel that they have (been deprived of an

essential aspect of teaching at an academic institution.
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Preparation Time

Is there any way of determining whether part-time teachers have

fact made a substantial investment in 'their institutions? A num-

ber of researchers have found that part-time employees in various

fields work harder and are more productive than heir full-time

counterparts. For example, a study of social workers employed on

a half-time basis found'that they handled 89 percent as many cases

as the full-time social workers (Project on the,Status and Educe-

tion of Women, 1976:1). The same principle appears t- hold true

for part-time teachers in community colleges.

Comparisons of full-time and part-time work loads in community

colleges usually.stress the non-teaching responsibilities of full-

time instructors, such.as serving on campus committees and partici-

pating in departmental affairs. However, reeent studies have shown

that full-tImers spend no more than 10 percent of their tIme per-

ing-duties from which part-time teachers have been exempted

(Lombardi, 1974:1). On the other hand, hourly instructors appear

to -pend a disproportionate amour:: of time in class preparation.

As the answers to question 21 show, 129, or just over one half of

the respondents to the survey,claimed that they spend at least

three hours preparing for each hour they teach.1° It would be

virtually impossible 'for full-time instructors, who are required

to teach fifteen hours a week, to devote a comp' able amount of

time: they would have to spend 45 hours a week preparing their

classes, and 60 hours either in the classroom or in course pre-

paration. Those full-time instructors who teach additional courses

on an overload basis (more than half the total) would have to spend

1 4
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even more time. However, it is undoubtedly unnecessary for full-

time teachers to work so hard, because they generally repeat the

Same course each semester. Part-time teachers rarely remain at

the college as long as their full-ti e counterparts and they are

thus less likely to reap the benefit of experience. One implica-

tion of the high turnover rate of part-time instructors is that

each semester a new group of teachers must spend.a large amount

of t _e preparing their courses.

because all hourly instructors are reImbursed only for actual

class time, their lengthy preparation time represents unpaid labor.

Alternatively, we could say that those individuals who spend at

least three hours preparing a one-boUr class for,which they are

paid $14.75 are actually working for a maximum sal-:y of $3,68.

The few instructors who prepare over five hours for each class

are working at a rate that is beneath the minimum wage. One de-

finition of committed instructors should include those teachers

who invest substantial amount of time in classes for which they

are paid a pittance.
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Qualifications

It is commonly asserted that hourly instructors are selected

in a random or haphazard manner and-are thus not-as well qualified

as t e full-time faculty who have been subjected to the full scrutiny

of the regular hiring process. However, the part-time faculty mem-

bers at Santa Monica College are well qualified according to the

two criteria for assessing merit at a community college, academic

credentials, and prior teaching experience.

One hundred and seventy-seven, or 73 percent of the respondents

to the survey, reported that they had taught before their appoint-

ment at the college. Moreove , the majority had taught at the

levels that would be considered appropriate background for community

college teachers. Ninety-two had taught isecondary schools and

100 in colleges. These figures support a central contention of this

paper, namely that part-time teachers have made a substantial pro-

fessional commitment to the field of education.

The minimum requirement for certification as a community college

instructor in California is a master's degree, except for those in

occupational programs. Table_II shows that the majority -f part-

time faculty members who lack an M.A. teach in the business and

vocational divisions. [!lace Table II hereZ Furthermore, 15, or

26 percent, of the hourly instrUctors who have*not completed an

M.A. degree teach more than one course, whereas 92, or 47 percent,

of those instructors who have earned this academic credential teach

two or Tv e courses. In terms of work load then, those part-time

instructors without an M.A. degree represent a small fraction of

16



all hourly instruction.

The percentage of the part-time staff who hold doctorates

compares well with the record of the full-time faculty members.11

Eighteen, or 7 percent, of the respondents had earned either a

Ph.D. or equivalent and 23- or 9 percent, were enrolled in doctoral

programs. By contrast, 13 percent of the full-time faculty had

received a doctorate.12

Although many part-time teachers thus come to their jobs at

the college with considerable training and experience, their pay
fi

reflects the admi trators' assumption that they lack appropriate

qualifications. Full-time teachers receive salary increases for

teaching experience and for course work beyond,the maste s degree.

All part-time instructors are paid at the same rate regardless of

previous faculty appointments and educational attainments.

1 7
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Outside Employment

The belief that the overwhelming majority of part-time

teachers hold full-time jobs and that their primary professional

interest lies outside the field of education is implicit in the

stereotype of the part-time teacher as a moonlighting real-estate

salesman. However, data from the survey contradict both assump-

tions.13

The average part-time teacher is neither.as securely nor

as profitably employed as the stereotypical real-estate salesman.

Of the 233 people who ans ered the question concerning outside

employment, 156, or 66 percent, stated that they held a job in

addition to their part-time teaching position at Santa Monica

College. However, of these 156 respondents, 48 stated that their

only additional job was a part-time or subst tute teaching position

at another educational institution. Thus, altogether 125, or

54 percent, of the respondents either have no outside job at all

or have only another marginal teaching position.14

The majority of p t-time teachers, like the full-time staff,

have made their primary professional commitment to education. An

important question in the survey was the following: "Do you con-

sider your lf primarily a teacher or educator?" Sixty-seven, or

73 percent,of the responsents answered affirmatively. Moreover,

most of the other jobs held by meml?ers of the part-time faculty

are teaching positions. Of the 108 part-timers who hold outside

jobs Other than part-time teaching, 440 or 40 percent, are full-

time teachers at another educational institution. When we add
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this number to the large group who either have no outside employment

at all or hold only additional pa teaching positions, we find

that teaching constitutes the sole employment of a total of 169, or

73 percent of the p t-time facul y.

This large proportion of part-time instructors with no employ-

ment outside the field of education can in turn be divided into two

distinct groups: those who al,e fu4y.employed at one school and

those who commute between p t-time jobs at various educational

institutions. Seventy-five percent of the Santa Mon ca College

part-time faculty with full-time teaching positions, or 18 percent

of the total part-time staff, are high school teachers. This is

he source from which a significant number of community college

teache s throughout the nation traditionally have been recruited;

in 1971, over one-third of all community college faculty had for-

merly taught in a secondary school (Cohen et al., 1071:180). Al-

though precise figures are not available it is known that a sub-

stantial proportion of the full-time staff at Santa Monica College

began their careers as secondary school teachers.

Although secondary school teachers are familiar members on

commun ty college staffs, the large number of teachers who depend

for their livelihood on part-time teaching at two or more educational

institutions constitute a new and increasingly significant group*

The existence of this group of teachers without any primary in-

stitutional affIliation is largely the result of the employment

crisis in the field of education. Many teachers have found that

their only means of pursuing their career in today's tight job

market is to pick up whatever part-time teaching jobs are available

(Scully, 1975:1). Even if they succeed in putting together a schedule

1 9
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in which they teach a full-time load, they generally earn less than

half the salary. Because the jobs are usually secured on a semester-

--
to-semester basis, these iti erant teachers are almost constantly

engaged in the process of job hunting. The costs of their jobs also

include the expense and psychological strain of commuting between

different campuses. Well-qualified and committed they form a cheap

labor reserve for the nation's post-secondary schools.

It has been seen that the community colleges _ e especially

dependent on this pool of under-employed and under-paid teachers.

Most hourly instructors with additional part-time assignments are

teaching at other community colleges. A total of 53, or 22 per-

cent of the respondents, are also on the p -t-time etaffs of other

community colleges.15 This group of commuters illustrates in the

extreme the dilemma of most 1)--t-time teachers, who are prevented

from participating fully in any one college and-then penalized for

that lack of participation. It is frequently aSserted that part-

time instructors who commute bet-een various community college

campuses dash from each claps and devote only minimal attention ,

to any one course. However, as Table III shows, these commuters

appear to be among the most "committed' part-timers., lace

Table III here]

Commuters tend to spend more time prepar ng their classes

than other part-time faculty members. Their desire for more

involvement in the college is demonstrated by their greater

distress at their inability to participate in departmental

affairs and at their lack of compensation for holding office

hours. It should also be noted that the structure of their

2 0
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employment is the result of administrative policies, not of their

own occupat onal choices. As we have seen, in some fields it has

been virtually impossible to obtain a full-time teaching position

but relatively easy to find a single course to teach. The dis-

satisfaction of the commuters with their job situation is demon-

strated by the fact that 75 percent of them, as opposed to 25 per-

cent of the rest of the part-time faculty, are looking for a full-

time job at another educational institution. Not surprisingly, the

hourly instructors who teach part-time at other community colleges

axe more aggrieved by their low salary and absence of fringe benefits

than are other part-timers.

2 1
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Income

The primary rationalization for the low salary of part-time

teachers is that they do not need more money. A similar justifi-

cation has been used to defend, wage discrimination against female

workers: women join the labor force for fun or self-fulfillment

and their earnings are supplementary. Women have countered this

familiar "pin-money" argument by claiming that it rests on a

capricious application of socialism and a misapprehension of

women s economic needs. In a capitalist economy, workers are

paid according to the amount they work according to what

they need (Tobias & Rumbarger, 1974:132). Moreover, the majority

of women workers

Bureau,'1974:1).

e motivated by economic necessity (Womenls

It should be noted that It is virtually impossible to rely

totally on the salary from a pa t-time teaching position at

Santa Monica College to support an individual, much less a family.

The college has limited the teaching load of each.,part-t me in-

structor to two courses; the maximum annual salary of a part-timer

during the academic year 1975-76 was thus $3,200, a sum far beneath

the poverty level in the nation.
15 A college administration that

does not pay part-time employees a living wage cannot then justify

a discriminatory salary on the ground that those teachers have

other sources of income. Nevertheless, the answers to question 9

show that 73 or 32 percent, of the respondents derive at least

one half of their personal yearly income from their teaching positions
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at the college. It could be argued that this is the only statistic

we should consider to determine economic need; wages should he

sufficient to allow every'adult to be economically independent

of other members of the household. Given the paltry part-time

salary, it is to be expected that most hourly instructors who

lack other jobs must be supported by someone else; and '- fact,

as the answers to question 10 show, over half of the part-time

teachers stated that less than 10 percent of their household in-

come comes from their teaching job at the college. What is sur-

prising is that as many as 25, or 10 percent of the, respondents

clairAhat at least 50 percent of their household'income comes

from their college,wage and that an additional 85, or 35 percent,

of the respondents, estimated that they depend on the salary for

bet -een 11 and LO percent of their total income.
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Teaching Time

It has been seen that- in their:academic qualifications,

teaching experience and commitment to education as a career, the

typical adjunct instructor closely resembles the "regular" contract

teacher. However, the second-class status of part-timers

ther justified by the argument that they teach only part- ime,

evening students, not the traditional, college-age student popula-

tion.

It i- not clear, however, what lOgic would dictate the a ign-

ment f part-time students to part-time instructors and of low

status to the latter. Such a policy, in fact, runs counter to the

rhetoric of community colleges, which characterizes these institutions

as democratizing agents in higherfiducation., The primary means by

c

which community colleges further equality through their policy

of open enrollment. However, the important question is not- whether

groups in society previously excluded from higher education can gain

admittance to a college, but what happens to them once they enroll.

A college that relegates one group of students to poorly-paid instructors

is not ,working to guarantee equal opportunity for its entire student

b _y Moreover, a number of recent studies have shown that an in-

creasingly large proportion of the students who choose to enter the

"open-door" of community colleges in the future will be the adult,

part-time students who are currently ass gned to hourly instructors

(Cross, 1971; Gleazer, 1972; Medsker & Tillery, 1971).

Furthermore, there is no clear dem cation between full-time

day students and part-time evening students, and part-time instructors

are, in feet, responsible for both. Many of the day-time students 24
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work at least 40 hours during the week. Conversely, some evening

students are unemployed and simply find it more convenient to attend

classes that meet after 7 p.m. BecaUse a,large proportion of the

evening courses are identical to those offered during the day, large

numbers of "day" students take part -f their load during the even-

ing.

Although virtually all evening instructors are part-timers,

almost half of the part-time faculty teach during the day. In fact,

the assignment of day-time classes to hourly instructo is a fairly

recent practice at community colleges; it began when the percentage

of p t,time teachers started to accelerate. Table IV shows that

the evening part-timers conform to the administrators' stereotype

more closely than do their day-time counterparts. [Olace Table IV

herel As a group, the day-time hourly instructors teach more

classes both at this college and at other community colleges. On

the other hand, a smaller percentage of the day part-timers hold

any other jobs and, as a result, they tend to rely on their salary

from the college for a larger percentage of their total income. A

higher proportion of the part-timers in the occupational fields teach

at night.17

2 5
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Women

:Women outnumber men on the part-time teaching staff at

Santa Monica College. In fact, the percentage of women ob the

part-t me faculty is almost twice that of women on the full-time

teaching staff. Women constitute 27 percent of the full-time

faculty and 53 perdent of the part-time faculty at the college.

Moreover, bedaUse Women part-timers tend to teach more courses
A

than the men, an even greater percentage of the actual class

load is taught by women than these figures suggest.

The large proportion of womeu holding these part-=ime

positions can be considered an example of the exploitation of

women in academia life. We have seen that large numbers of hourly

instructors have accepted marginal positions not from preference,

but rather because these jobs represent the'- only opportunity for

pursuing a teaching career in a tight job market; discrimination

against women throughout-academia is a second reason why many part-

time teachers have been forced to accept lo--level, lowpaying jobs.

It has frequently been pointed out that the proportion of women

in any academic position is inversely related to the status of that

position (e.g., Bernard, 1966:85; Davis, 1971;593; Epstein, 1971:2;.

Sandler, 1972:569). Status in academia is customarily measured in

two ways: by the prestige of an institution and by academic rank.

Women are found overwhelmingly in smaller, non-elite colleges and

they are concentrated in the lower ranks. The institutional distribu-

tion of female college teachers in the natIon as a whole forms a



pyramid; women con- itute 14.8 percent of the faculty at the univer-

sities, 22.7 per ent at four-year colleges and 26.5 percent at two-

year colleges (Robinson 1973:22). (The percentage of women on the

full-time faculty at Santa Monica College thus approaches the national

norm very closely.)- An even steeper pyramid is found in the distribu-

tion of women among the faculty ranks, from the miniscule percentage

of women among the full professors (9 percent), to the more res-

pectable proportion of women among the lecturers (35 percent) (Hole

& Levine, 1971:317). In community colleges, where academic rank

has generally not been instituted, the primary distinction is between

the full-time and part-time faculty. The large sex differential in

academic achievement becomes glaringly apparent when we combine the

two pyramids. Women constituted 4 percent of the full professors at

the prestigious University of California in 1973 (Deckard, 1975:1

as we have seen, in the fall of 1975, they constituted 53 percent of

the p t-time teachers in at least one of the state community colleges

which is situated at the bottom of the academic hierarchy. A full

professor at the univers ty, teachinr courses each semester--and

all but certain to be a man -earns r-mghly 8 times as much as a

part-time teacher at a community col_ege with the same teaching load--

and more likely than not to be a woman.

The causes of the extreme dispari between the employment

patterns of men and women in academia are currently the subject of

a great deal of investigation and debate. Is discrimination by

institutions of higher education against qualified women the only

significant factor? What weight should be given to the ways ih

which w_ en have been socialized to lower their own aspirations

(e.g., Deckard, 1975:136-42; Roby, 1975'171-193 Further research

2 7
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is needed before we can answer such questions. Nevertheless, we

can surmise that, if more women than men have been forced to accept

part-time positions because their careers have been retarded, then

the women part-time teachers will differ in expectations, motivation

and attainments from their male colleagues. As Table V shows, data

from the survey support this assumption. riklace Table V herej

More women hourly instructors than male part-time teachers

taught before joining the staff of the college. As we have seen,

this is an important criterion by which community college faculty

are evaluated.- Women are also well qualified when assessed accord-

ing to the second criterion, academic credentials. Fewer women

than men lack the M.A. Because only 12 perCent of all Ph.D. degrees

are awarded to women (Roby, 1975:171), one would expect that 12

percent of those who both hold Ph.D. degrees and' teach at Santa

Monica College would be women, in fact, 38 percent of the Ph.D.

holders among the part-time staff are women. Women at Santa Monica

College are thus more highly qualified when compared with men than

are women in the population at large.

Coming to their jobs with considerable experience and training

behind them, women also invest more tme in the college. As a group,

the women claimed that they spend more time in class preparation

than do the men and more women stated that they participated in

departmental meetings. The much larger proportion of women who

want to join a state teachers' association can be considered another

example of their greater commitment.

The women part-timers also have fewer outside professional

interests than do the men. A signlficantly higher proportion of

co 0
0
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the female respondents considered themselves primarily educators.

Fewer women hold other jobs and those jobs tend to be less lucrative,

less secure and less prestigious than those held by the men. Of

the 20 part-time teachers who stated that they were either major

professionals or proprietors of large businesses, only 5 were

women.18 On the other hand, of those part-time teachers with out-

side employment, a much larger percentage of the women have only a

marginal teaching position at another educational institution. Not

surprisingly, women rely on their salary from the college for a

much larger proportion of their total income;

People who invest a great deal of time in a job generally

expect to receive appropriate rewards and recognit_on. The women

part-time teachers are clearly angrier than the men about their

pay and conditions of employment. Despite the common belief that

all women have husbands to support .them and t_ provide them with

the security of medical insurance, a. slightly larger percentage

of women resent the low salary and a much larger percentage of

women are dissatisfied with the lack of medical benefits. The

comparatively large proportion of women who are concerned about

the lack of a credit union undoUbtedly stems from the difficulty

all women experience obtaining credit. The desire .of the women

for even more involvement in the affairs of the school is demon-

strated by their greater resentment at being treated like out-

siders and at not being compensated for holding office hours.

2 9
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Sub ifct Matter Taught

The stereotype of the part-timer as a real-estate salesman

who shares his knowledge of business practices with a group of

students is ultimately inaccurate because only a small proportion

of the hourly instructors teach business subjects. About 50 per-

cent of all p:t-time teachers at Santa Monlca College teach in

the humani es/social science division, 15 percent in the, math/

sciences division, 5 percent in physical education, 12 percent in

the business division and 17 percent in the Vocational divis on.

Significant distinctions can be drawn between the p- t- imers

on the basis of subject taught. See Table VI. gqace Table VI

here'A Although instructors in the business and vocational divi-

sion (hereafter aggregated as the occupational divisions) conform

to the administratorst stereotype, liberal arts instructors (i.e.,

those in the humanities/social science division, in the math/science

division and in physical education)
19 provide support for the per-

trait of the part-time teacher I have drawn.

In the selection of occupational instructors, -elavant experience

in the field is frequently considered at least as important as academic

training (Lombardi, 1975:32). It has previously been noted that the

academic credentials of these part-timers are considerably lower than

those of hourly instructors in liberal arts; more'occupational p--

timers lack an M.A. and very few have accumulated credits beyond

that degree.

Not surprisingly, far more occupational instructors have outside

jobs and their jobs tend t- be more lucrative. On the other hand, a

significantly higher proportion of in t uctors in the liberal arts

field teach part-time at other community colleges, perceive themselves 3 0
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as _eachers or educator, would accept a full-time teaching position

at tne college, and rely on their salary from Santa Monica College

fo- a significant proportion of their total income. As a result,

they are mo e aggrieved.,by the low salary, lack of fringe benefits

and poor working conditions.
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Concerns

It has been seen that moonlighters represent only a small

fraction of the part-time staff at Santa Monica College. Most

part-time faculty members are well qualified, committed teachers

whose careers have been blocked by the employment crisis In educa-

tion.

One hundred and fifty-seven, or 71 percent, of the respondents

stated that they would accept a full-time appointment at Santa

Monica College. Despite the self-serving stereotype of the part-

timer propounded by administrators, the primary difference between

full-time and part-time instructors appears to be simply this:

the latter entered the job market too late to obtain the type of

jobs which the former are holding.

Seventy-one respondents, or nearly half of those who indicated

that thpy would accept a full-time appointment, also stated that

they would prefer to remain on a part-time 'basis if pay and status

were improved. This is another critical statIstic. First, it

=plies that many hourly instructors are more dissatisfied with

tneir inferior pay and second-class status than'they are with their

reduced teaChing loads as such. Second, a large number of community=

college administrators have expressed a determination to eliminate

part-time jobs should adjunct faculty gain p--ity pay and fringe

benefits. In other words, when it is no longer economical t_ hire

p=- -t _e teachers, their positions will be abolished. It is im-

portant to recognize that such a policy would run counter to the

wishes of part-time teachers.

32
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The elimination of part-time positions would also undermine

a movement currently underway throughout academia to regularize

p--t-time employment so that p _t-timers receive all the pr

quisites of their full-time counterp (Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education, 1973:Appendix D; Robinson, 1973:226; Robias &

Rumbarger, 1974:132-37). Although the impetus behind this moVe-

mezt has been the desire of women to remain professionally active

during their child-rearing ye_--s, an increasing number of men have,

also expressed the wish for more flexible career patterns. Were

the community colleges to retain their large part-time staffs and

implement policies geared toward improving conditions of employment,

these colleges could serve as models for other post-secondary in-

stitutions.

On the last page of the questionnaire the part-time faculty

were
was asked to rate certa n concerns as either "very important,"

"important," "slightly important" or "unimportant." Those con-

sidered either "very important" or "important" by at least half

,
of the respondents are enumerated in Table VII.

20
Olace Table VII

hereg It can be seen that the respondents were concerned first

with their insecure status, second with their low salary, third

with their lack of fringe benefits andJourth with their inability

to participate more fully in the life of the college.

It is significant that the primary grievance was the lack of

job security and tenure. We have noted that high turnover impedes

the participation of part-time instructors in the life of the college
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and that thIs Is used by administrators to justify their treatment

:of the part-time staff. However, Table VI shows that at least 70

percent of the respondents resenAhe fact that their continued

employment at the college ls so uncertain. Their concern was

realistic; shortly after the survey was conducted, the adminis.,

tration fired 140 part-time teachers, claiming that an enrollment

decline was projected.

The dissatisfaction with the low salary and ladk of fringe

benefits reflects the fact:that the majority of part-t _e teachers

are not fully employed and that they rely On their salary from the

college for a significant portion of their total income. Finally,

the desire of part-timers for greater involvement in the life of

the college is demonstrated by the high rating they gave the lack

of office space, the lack of compensation for holding office hours,

the lack 'of participation in dePartmental affairs and theIr feeling

of being out- iders.



Conclusion

The conditions of part-time employment in the community college

system make apparent the emptiness of many of the promises held out

by the expansion of this segment of higher education. The rhetoric

of the community colleges presents them as democratizing agents,

enabling the underprivileged to move upward through education. There

are many reasons why these institutions have not been able to fulfill

the ideal of redistributing educational privilege; all of the'problems

of the community colleges cannot be cured by raising the pay and

status of part-time teachers. Nevertheless, as long as the majority

f community college teachers are underpaid, discouraged from holding

office hours and treated like second-class citizens, the education

provided by the community colleges will continue to be stigmatized

as inferior.

However, part-time teachers throughout California are beginning

to organize and to demand equitable :treatment. Part-time instructors

in many community college districts have filed suit, charging that

they have been misclassified as temporary employees and asking for

re-employment as regular employees. Part-time instructors are also

beginning to use the mechanism of collective bargaining to improve,

their conditions and pay. SB160, the Rhoda Act, which guarantees

community college teachers,the right of collect ve bargaining,

stipulates that the bargaining unit must represent all classroom

teachers and that it must be determined by all teachers voting

equally. Given thei- superior numbers on Virtually every campus

in the state, part-time teachers poten *ally have the power to

3 )
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dec de the outcome of these elections.

The part-time faculty at most community colleges have been organized

by representatives from the two union affiliates, the Cailforna Teachers

Association and the American Federation of Teachers. However, at Santa

Monica College, the part-time faculty had already organized themselves

y the time these two groups reCognized the advantages of including

within the _ membership part time instructors. Thus, the Santa Monica

College part-time faculty association is one of the strongest organizations

of part-time instructors because it resulted from a grass-roots movement.

/
This association was founded during the summer of 1975. Like all marginal

workers, part-time instructors are difficult to organize. Nevertheless,

the part-time faculty association at the college had over 200 members by

the spring of 1975. At this time the association became the CTA chapter

on campus, despite a challenge from the full-time faculty. The association

also conducted an authorization campaign to become the collective b

gaining agent, obtaining the support of 57 percent of the entire faculty.

Last summer, the association filed suit against the Board of Trustees,

demanding the reins_atement of the 140 part-time instructors who had been

arbitrarily dismissed-the previous semester and asking for reclassification,

pro-rata salary and back pay for all CTA members on campus.



Table I

Increases in Numbers of Students and Faculty

Fall 1974 Spring,1975 Fall,1975 SprinE,1976

Total enrollment 14,750 16,095 17,814 18,157

Full-time teachers 155 155 170 170

Number of full-time
teachers with "over-
load" classes 86 83 88 91

Number of par _ime

instructors 314 368 528 6614

Deputy Superintendent, Santa Monica Community College District, "Recommenda-
-tion No. 2: Enrollment Comparisons, Fall 1972 through Spring 1976" (April 26,
1976)
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Table 11

Highest. Academic Degree Obtained by
Members of Different De-artments*

2!partment
H gh School
Di.loma A A B A. A

Doctoral
Candidate

Ph.D. or
E uivalen_

Vocational 6 2 12 17

Business 0 1 8 15

-Physical Education 0 0 3 9 0

Humanities/SociaLl_.
Sciences 91 17 10

hiSciences 0 0 7 20 3 3

Total 7 152 23 17

-Not all respondents imdicated both their department and their highest
degree obtained.

3 8



Table III

Additional Par -Time Teaching Assignments

Percent teaching
part-time at other

EELTELLtL.211fja_
(n-53)

Percent not teaching
part-time at other
community college

n7189)

Preparation time for each
classroom hour:

0-2 hours 37 48
3-5 hours 57 44

over 5 hours 6 8

Would accept full-time job at
Santa Monica College 86 66

Looking for full-time job at
other educational institu-
tion 73 25

Concerns considered either
"important" or "very impo_ ant"
Lack of benefits:
Medical 76 60

Dental 70 54

Inadequate salary 76 67

Lack of compensation for
holding office hours 59 44

Lack of participation in
departmental affairs 57 48

Lack of job security and tenure 83 68

Inability to move to full-time
position 77 57

Second-class citizenship and
feeling of being an outsider . 60 48

3 9



Table IV

Teaching Time

Percent Evening
(n-103)n-132)

Teach only one course 65 47

Teach part-time at other
community college 18 27

Teach full-time elsewhere 26 11

Hold other job 76 57

Percentage of yearly income
derived from teaching position
at college:

Less than 10% 44 21

1124% 25 17

25-49% 10 15

50-74% 9 13

75-99% 6 13

100% 6 21

Academic Division:
Vocational 18 14

Business 19 6

Physical Education 6 4

Humanities/Social Sciences 45 60

Math/Sciences 12 16

4 0



Table V

Sex

Teach only one course at Santa Monica

Percent Men Percent Women

n-108)_ n-121)

-College 65 48

Hold jot) in addition to teaching position
at college 76 57

Either hold no other job or have only
another part-time teaching position 46 70

Percentage of yearly income der ved from
teaching position at college:

Less than 10% 53 18

11-24% 23 20

25-49% 8 17

50-74% 4 13

75-99% 7 12

100% 7 20

Preparation time for each classroom hour.
0-2 hours- 59 33

3-5 hours 36 55

over 5 hours 5 12

Highest academic degree:
B.A. or lower 25 14

53 74

Enrolled in doctoral program 13 7

Ph.D. or equivalent 9 5

Prior teaching exper ence 66 79

Consider selves primarily teachers or
educators 63 85

Want to belong to State Teachers As ocia-
tion (if not currently a member) 25 68

Concerns considered "important" or 'very
important":

Inadequate salary 67 70

Lack of fringe benefits:
Nedical 57 70

Dental 52 64

Credit Union 26 37

41
(continued)



Table V (continued)

Percent Men Percent Women
(n-108) - n-121)

Severence Pay '37 44
Sick Leave 55 65
Child Care 9 28

Lack of office space 44 52

Lack of participation in depart-
mental affairs 46 55

Lack of compensation for hold ng
office hours 39 61

Lack of job security and tenure 63 80
Insufficient number of classes
assigned 39 59

Second-class citizenship and
feeling -of being an outsider 42 60

4 2



Table Vi

Subject Matt er Tau ht

Percent in
Vocational
Division

Percent in
Business
Division

Percent in
Phys. Ed.
Division

Percent in
Humanities/ Percent in
Social Math/
Sciences Sciences

n-38) (n-30) -13) n-124) (n-33)

Teach only one course 79 15 41 79

Teach part-time at other
community colleg

11 17 15 26 30

Hold outside ob 81 79 77 57 72

Women 47 29 58 65 29

Percentage of yearly income
derived from teaching position
at college:

Less than 10% 54 64 -- 22 36
11-24% 17 20 37 21 29

, 25-49% 3 3 '9 14 19
50-74% 14 3 18 13 3

75-99% 9 3 27 11 3

100% 3 7 9 19 10

Highest academic degree:
B.A. or lower 53 30 25 3 20
M.A. 45 50 75 75 60

Enrolled in doctoral program -- 10 14 10
Ph.D. or equiValent 2 10 a 10

Consider selves primarily teachers
or educators 53 45 90 85 90

Would accept full- ime job at
college, 56 46 79 80

Concerns considered mportant"
or "very important":

Inadequate salary 61 -63 85 73 67

Lack of fringe benefits:
Medical 55 60 85 68 58

Dental 53 57 69 61 52

Retirement 53 47 77 56 42
Credit Union 37 33 62 30 18
Sick Leave 68 37 77 64 , 52

Lack of office space 47 30 39 51 58

Lack of participation in
departmental affairs 32 40 69 57 52

(con nued)



Table

Percent in
Vocational
Divisibn

VI (continued)

Percent in
Business
Division

Percent in
Phys.'Ed,
Division

Percent in
Humanities
Social
Sciences_

Percent in
Math/
Sciences

m717=n-38 (n-13) n-124)

Lack of compensation for
holding office hours 42 30 62 58 55

Lack of job security 64 53 85 77 70

Inalpility to move to full-
time position 42 50 72 58

Insufficient number of
classes assigned 40 37 77 55 43

Second-class citizenship
and feeling'of being
an outsider 45 37 46 60 49



Table VII

Concerns Considered "Important" or "Very Important"
to at Least 50 Percent of the Respondents

Item
Number of
Respondents

Percent of
Respondents

Lack of job security and tenure 172 70'

Inadequate pay 167 65

Lack of medical benefits 155 64

Lack of sick leave 148 61

Inability to move to a full-time position 146 60

Lack of dental benefits 140 58

Lack of retirement benefits 128 53

Second-class citizenship and feeling of
being- an-outsider 123 51

Lack of compensation for holding office
hours 123

Lack of participation in departmental
affairs 122 50

4 5



Appendix

Santa Monica Part-Time Teacher's Association

SURVEY

Dear Part Time Instr

The following questionnaire has been prepared by the Lanta Monica College Phrt
Time Teachera' Association.. Our aim is to find out who we p time Taculty member

, are-and whnt we want in order that our association can better serve our needs.
We know that you are busy and that teaching at the college may be only one of your
many obligations. We therefore appreciate the time and effort required to fill
out this questionnaire. Please answer as many questions as you can.'

All info _etion you furnish will be held in strict confidence. Only members of
executive committee of the Part Time Teachers' Association will have access

to the completed questionnaire. A summary of the results of this survey will be
published and distributed to all part-time instru-tors. No individual names will
be used.

Please pince the completed form in the box p-ovi -d in the faculty mail room
by Januaryor mail it to: Emily Abel,' Box

Thtink you for your help.

1. Sex

Emily Abel
Chnirperr,on, uostionnai e C- mittee
Box 336

21 Female

What is the total number
(including this year)?

81 Loss than one uLThree
Z3 One jjjour
50 Two

108 Male'

years you have taught at Santa Monica College

1.0Six
...1Seven

ILF1ve _2Eight --4:4"fmrt-e-n

many courses tire you teaehing at Santa Monica College this semester?
1380ne 5Four Seven--
88Two--i---
11Three Six
--

It. Xre you jlo teachjng part Lime at any other c. munity college this se:ester.
53Yes 1115114o

If yes note the number of classes you are teac ins elsewhere

21_Two

_22our
Afive _a_Eiglit

A_Seven.1§Pne

_e_Three 11_5ix 4_Nine or

Are you also -teaching full time at Santa Monica College?
()Yes zaallo

21Nine and over
37.c_r-

.1.7ive Eight

G. Are you teaching Pull time
44Yes

If yes, Indicate the ] velk

1Pre-school
2Elementary school
33Second6rY nchoo]

snoLhor educational institution?

at which you are teaching%
qCommunity coiieg
3University/fOur year college

_1_

'A

dull; education



A e you teaching part time at anot_ler educational jnstitution?
84Yes 148No

If yes indicate the levelt ) at which you are teaching%
Pre-school Community college
Elementary school
Socondary school

University/four year
Adult education

collo

8. Do you hold any other job in addition to y ur teaching position at Santa
Monica College?

isayes 77_No
If yes, what do you do?

9. Approximately what percentage. of your personal yearly income come.s from
your part-time teaching-position at Samta Monica Colley?

761ess than 10% 24 50-711%

20 :7)-99%
'2125-19Y 29-100%

10. Approximately what percentage of the yearly income of your household cornea
from your part-time,teachlagposi _on at Santa Monica Collegp?

1171ess than 10/0
1-MT%

'725-49% 5100%

-11. What ceurse(s) are-you teachinc on a part-time basis at Santa Monica Cone e
this semestee (Indicate whether each is a credit or non-credit:course.)

In which department a is
2sLArt
21_Behavioral Sciences
30Businoss Administra
7 Earth Sciences
34EngliGh
14Foreigh L nguage
13 Home Economics
7Life Sciences
flTMathematics

12. When do the clans(es
167a.m. 9a.m.
259a.m.
2112p.m p.m.

you

taro) your course(s) listed?
Llviusic

4Nursing
on APhysical Etiucation Men

J_Physical Education, Women
a_Physical Science

22LS0cial Studios
jOpeech, Theatre Arts
ILTechnical
jayrade

teach on a part-time basis meet'? _Check all appropr e..

Wp.m. - 6p.m. other -ify)
L3.6p.m. - 10p.m.
uSaturday mornin

13. At whicit campus (-s) do the claso(es) you
meet? (Check all appropriate.)

140 Santa Monica College
10 Malibu
99_5anta.Monica High School
10 John Adams Junior High

are teaclinF: on a pa t-time basis

2 Edison Ulementary School
Vdebster Elementary School
iLGrant Elementary ..!;(:hool
iLother .5pccify)

14. Do you at present h ve access _o office
a. meet with students or t- ch ?

b. prepare for class?
0. leave books?

4 7

space to:
55Yea
42Yes
59Yes

i81 No

185No
169NO



Are you invitesi to departrienLul mee-ings?

11_1_Yes 121 No

141. Do you participate in departmental meetings?
74Yos 158=No

17. Do you participate in cornriitices on campu
12Yes 230.No

-18. Can you chooSe-the cot
99Yes

ses you teec
-100

Can you choose_ your hours
15=Yes

gBTimite,d choice

teaching? -

1-1.15_210
9ALLimited choice

20. you belong to a state t chars' organization?
75Yes is3No

lf no, do you w-nt to beloneto suc
64Yeri 5ENo

ganiz ion?

21. About how many hours do you prepare for each clasc hour you teach?

109 None - two 110 Three - five 19. Over five

22 What iu the highest academic deSree you hold?
7High School Diploma
5Associ4Le of Ants or Science D

345-achelors
154Mast.ers

23Candidate for a doctoral degree
19Doctorate (include Ph.D.,

J.D., M.D.)
-her (specify)

"d you teack prior to rour appointment at Satta Monica College?
177Yes 64 No

yes, answnr the f0110Wing:

At what 1evel(s) Indicate the number Indica,te whether each :ob

had you tanght? of years you taught was part time or full time

at each level-

Primary school

Secondary school

_._29__...

92

t. p.t.

f.t. p.t.

Colleg 609..
100 .. ..... _f.t. p.t,.

Adult education ............ 2 ... e.*O*9. ft. n.L.

2.4. Do yoaLconsider yourself primeo_ily a teacher or educator?

02-.Ye3
23N0--

25. Would you accept a full-time teachingpooition at San a nica College

26

one /axe-offered to you?
157You

lf no why not?
65No

Are y u 1 oking for a full- ime job at another educational insti on?

85Yes ileo--

If your sttns 4nd pay we o improved, would you prefer to reM

instructor
zzilo141_Yes

48

time



What are yoUr major concerns as a par facul.y member at Santa Monica
,.ge? Indicate the iiportance of each tern by checAing the appropriate box:

very
importan important

slizhtly unimportant
important irrelevant

04110.4641416§14 4 NieleeNsegigegm .Ugsgi&gii44.6.01.

Inadequate salary
Ili . Mail ... Si . !Opinsisaosseywom

102

. 000,400000M0000

65

.. 0 . 0 ..... 01040 Iii*INI

17

. 1 ..... N.1.10,4 . !SOS

10

LacK of 1- n e benefi
Medical 112 43 24 32

Dental 98 42 31 32

Retirem- 83 45 29 35

Credit Union 40 37 42 59

5averance pay 50 47 42 46

Sick 1-avc 88 60 24 .

Child care 20
L_ --_---- 24 20 102 -.

Lack of ofrice
.__, 800 53 63 48 41

Lack of participaWion in
departmental activities
(selection of textbooks,
appointment to coMillittees,
selection of faculfY, etc.

50 72 49 33

-ck of compensation for
holding office hours 57 66 47 40

InSufficient choice in sltir
teachin- time 36 80 50 46

Insufficlent choice _of subj_,c
courses tan th 49 55 48 47

Lac- of job .security --d tenure 136 36 22 27

Look of oppornity to move to
a full-time toaltion 113 36 _25 44

Insufficient nunibtr of classes
i Ae4 -encfri. semester 75 44 29

Inacle9uate fecilitien at off-
ca u- locations 35 30 28 92

"Secon -c -" ci i Pup and
feeling of beingan outsider 81 42 31

__
__.

)ther

I

Thank you Co
If you wish
this space.

taking- he Lime to answer this coestionnsiro,
make any additior4al eommvi..nt4s, r/Thease uso-



Notes

Some administrators candidly admit that they frequently hire

part-time teach--s, even when full-time pOsitions are available,

as a way of saving'money (Martes, 1975:5; Phair, 1972:2). The

chancellor of one community college district Stated (Peralta

Fact Sheet, 1975, quoted in Marsh & Lamb- 1975:7):

To a considerable extent, the use of part-time faculty

has made possible the salary increases granted full

and part-time employees in the recent past, has funded

the distridt's sabbatical leave program and has averted

finanCial crisis in the distict of unmanageable

proportions.

A similar statement was made by the State Board for Community

College Education in Washington (quoted in Marsh & Lamb, 1975:

19):

To a large extent, economic conditions ... have forced

äolleges to depend upon the availability of part-time

personnel as they sought to spread close-end budgets

across an increasing demand for services. As a result

what has been viewed as exploitation of part-time

personnel by some, might as easily be termed efficient

management of finite resources by others.

2. Unless otherwise noted, this term refers only to those instructors

who are employed solely on a part-time basis and does not include

full-time instructors teaching additional courses on an overload

basis at their own institution.
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Studies of part-time instructors include Bender & Breuder,

1973; Kuhns 1971; Lombardi, 1975; Ross', 1975. In addition,

a number of faculty associations at individual colleges have

produced valuable reports (e.g., Ferris, 1976; Marsh & Lamb

1976; Office of Educational Services Peraltat, 1974; Rio

Hondo Academic Senate, 1975).

4. Addit onal money is.saved because part ers are not assigned

offices and because they receive no secretarial assistance;

in fact, during the fall of 1976, the college abruptly ter-

minated the practice of employing a few students to type exams

for part-time teachers.

5. Summer school salaries are not included in these calculations.

A large number of part-time instructors teach cou ses during

'the suMmer, for which they are paid at the hourify rate. 0

the other hand, full-time inst uctors receive the prorated

full-time wage for their summer school assignments although

they have no additional responsibilities.

6 Figure supplied by Assistant Superintendent James Fugle at a

meeting of the Santa Monica College Faculty Senate, November 4,

1976.

7 Santa Monica College Unified Faculty Association, "Newsletter,

November 1976). The salary of the average administrator

at the college is about 10 times the yearly salary of a part-

e instructor teaching the full part-time load.
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8. Information supplied by Office of Personnel, Santa Monica

Community College District.

9. Santa Monica College is not unusual in its absence of any formal

orientation program for part-time teachers. Lombardi found

that part-time teachers in community colleges throughout the

nation rarely receive more than one or two hours of advice

from department chairmen bofore beginning to teach 1975:47;

see also Bender & Breuder, 1973:34).

10. It is unfortunate that respondents were not asked to specify

.the exact number of hours they invested in each class; the

first category,'zero to two hours was clearly too broad. Sig-

nificantly, 22, or just over one-fifth of all respondents who

checked this answer, took the t ouble to indicate in some way

that they spent two ho _. on class preparation.

11. Again, Santa Monica College is not unusual. One study of part-

time community college instruc ors concluded that the "average

adjunct faculty member has had a variety of educational experience'

together with an educational background nearly equivalent to that

of the typical full-time faculty member " (Bender & Breuder, 1973:

34).

12. Figure supplied by Terrence C. Marre,'in speech before the

Board of Trustee; Santa Monica Community College Dist ict,

June 21, 1976. Nationwide, only 7 percent of all community

college faculty hold a doctorate (Cohen et al., 1971:33).
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Administrators frequently base their assertions about the

outside employment of their pa t-time staff on a survey

conducted in 1975 by the California Community and junior

College Association, which appeared to demonstrate that

77.3 percent of the part-time instructors in California's

community colleges hold full-time jobS (Brydon et al. 1975).

However, this figure seems virtually meaningl- s for a number

of reasons. First, the sample included those individuals

who are employed full-time at a community college and who

teach additional courses at the same campus on an overload

basis; by definition, this group is fully employed. Since

it constitutes 27 percent of the part-t'-e faculty in the

community college system, the CCJA study can only be asserting

that half of all part-time teachers hold full-time jobs. More

seriously, the CCJA results were obtained by asking administrators

to "estimate" the proportion of their part-time faculty employed

_ differeht capacities. Because there is rarely any contact

between administrators and part-time instructors, it is unlikely

that the administrators have any information at all on which to

base their timates. Inaccuracies of computation further

diminish the usefulness of the result of the CCJA survey. For

example, on page 8, the numbers of part-time teachers employed

in different capacities, do not add up to the stated total.

Moreover, these numbers were _ extrapolated f--om the data received.

14. A survey conducted by the administration in the fall of 1976 to

ascertain the employment patterns of part-time faculty similarly

found that slightly over half of the part-timers either have no

other job or hold only another part-time teaching position at

another school. 53



15. It should be noted that not all members of this group are

necessarily dependent on part-time teaching po itions for

their entire income.

16. The administration of a community College in Virginia

which conducted a survey, concluded that the part-time

faculty did not rely on'their income irom their teaching

jobs at the college because only a few people stated that

their primary reason for teaching at the college was

support their families (Grymes, 1976:37). Since it is

possible to support a family from this salary, it is clear

that no one could work in order to ao -so. It does not follow,

however, that the salary of p -time teachers represents

only supplemental income.

17. It is t ue that some part-time instructors teach both day

and evening classes, but this does not appear to affect the

general outcome.

18. The respondents who held other jobs were asked to specify

the nature of their employment. Below is a list of these

jobs classified according to the Hollingshead Occupational

and Educational Scales (1958). Pa -tiMe teaching positions

at other educational institutions are not included.

(continued)
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Occupation

Ma or professionals (e.g., physicians, ar hitects,
attorneys, university professors)

Business managers in large concerns

Number of
Part-Time Teachers

5

Lesser professionals (e.g., social workers, nurses,
librarians, elementary and high school teachers) 40

Administrative personnel

Small business owners 2

Semi-professionals (e.g., actors, reporters) 17

Clerical and sales -:orkers 7

Skilled and manual employees

Semi-skilled employees 2

.Self-employed 6

Total 104

-19. Physical education has arbitrarily been placed in the liberal arts

division because the respondents from this department appeared to

share more characteristics with the part-time liberal arts in-

structors than with the part-time instructors in the occupa.tional

field.

20. Surveys returned with blank answers to any items were counted as if

they had ranked the item "unimportant." This undoubtedly gave undue

weight to the unconcerned, because many people simply neglected to

take the trouble to answer all or part of this lengthy question.

fact, it appears that many-people did not notice the first item--

inadequate salary--because it was placed immediately beneath the

instructions.
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